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Serial ADA Suits Assail NYC Eateries Despite Recent Rebuke 

By Natalie Rodriguez 

Law360, New York (October 10, 2013, 5:35 PM ET) -- A New York federal judge's slap-down earlier this 
year of a serial Americans with Disabilities Act plaintiff has done little to curb similar actions hitting 
Manhattan's restaurant market, and while not all ADA suits are about "lining counsel's pockets," defense 
attorneys say vexatious suits could be curbed if legislators put new caps on damages. 
 
In March, U.S. District Judge Sterling Johnson Jr. ripped into a plaintiff and counsel team that had filed 
several ADA lawsuits against restaurants and bars, but defense attorneys argue such scoldings aren't 
enough to slow down serial suits that abuse loopholes in federal and state civil rights laws to score hefty 
settlements and damages. 
 
"It was a nice decision, but it didn't really have any impact," Carolyn D. Richmond of Fox Rothschild 
LLP said. "You bite the head off one and it's like a weed. We just had three or four more that grew in its 
place." 
 
In the case, known as Costello v. Flatman, Judge Johnson excoriated the plaintiff and his counsel for not 
acting in the spirit of the ADA and indicated that such suits were more about "lining counsel's pockets." 
He further put plaintiff's counsel on notice that “these tactics will no longer be tolerated ... the court will 
not be shy about informing the appropriate state bar authorities and chief judges across this country 
should [counsel] unadvisedly continue to litigate in this fashion," he said in the order. 
 
The judgment, which awarded $14.37 to the plaintiff and denied attorneys’ fees, is currently being 
appealed to the Second Circuit. Costello, who has new counsel heading the appeal, contends that 
Congress intended for this type of private litigation when crafting the ADA and blasted the lower court 
for its “caustic opinions,” according to a brief. 
 
“In rendering these opinions, the trial court completely cast aside its duty to act as a neutral arbiter and 
permitted its personal, erroneous beliefs to infect its judgment ... plaintiff-appellant and counsel should 
not be punished for utilizing the act, in a way that Congress intended, to combat noncompliance that 
prevents many disabled individuals from enjoying the same rights as the nondisabled,” a July 30 brief 
said. Costello’s original counsel declined to comment for this article. 
 
Judge Johnson's opinion was a particularly strong stand against serial litigators, but such knocks are 
becoming more common across the country as judges who have been on the bench for more than a 
decade take notice of an alleged cottage industry of counsel filing as many ADA suits as they can, 
according to some experts. 
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"I see more and more judges looking more critically at a lot of these lawsuits. ... Some of these serial 
lawsuits have really hurt the disabled community and the legal profession," said Martin H. Orlick, a 
litigation partner with Jeffer Mangels Butler & Mitchell LLP, noting that some top civil rights lawyers are 
upset that they must first prove they are not an opportunist when trying ADA cases. 
 
In that vein, appeals counsel for Costello contends that it was wrong of Judge Johnson to compare the 
plaintiff's eight suits to a Ninth Circuit vexatious litigation case, known as Molski v. Mandarin Touch 
Restaurant, in which a litigant filed about 400 ADA suits. 
 
But the presence of such serial plaintiffs as Molski has changed the landscape for ADA litigation. 
 
“I'm not happy about the taint of the so-called drive-by ADA lawsuits,” J. Aaron McCullough, an attorney 
and founder of ADAConsult Services, told Law360. He added that such suits — and the judicial backlash 
— have had a chilling effect on advocates with disabilities. 
 
McCullough noted, however, that it’s sometimes too easy to dismiss some suits, which might be marred 
by boilerplate language and cookie-cutter lawyering, as drive-by litigation. He pointed out that in most 
allegedly vexatious suits, including the Costello case, the accusations of ADA violations are accurate. 
 
Judges, torn between doing right by the law and trying to curb serial lawsuits looking to rake in high 
attorneys’ fees, are awarding lower damages than usual — a practice some hope will curb more 
opportunistic plaintiffs. 
 
"I have seen judges in these cases awarding very low judgment amounts to the plaintiff. I hope if [serial 
litigators] recognize the value isn't high, they will stop pushing these cases," Kevin O'Donoghue of 
Helbraun Levey & O'Donoghue LLP said. 
 
But Richmond and other experts are quick to note that the courts' hands are in many ways tied by 
federal and state laws that allow repeat lawsuits and hefty damages to the tune of $4,000 and up. 
 
New York, along with California, is a particularly bountiful state for serial litigators since the state's civil 
rights laws allow for significant damages awards if violations can be proved, experts note. And attorneys 
have seen the damages requested rise in recent years. 
 
"I've certainly found plaintiffs [attorneys] that have been more diligent about running up fees. ... This 
really is the pinnacle of drive-by litigation," Richmond said. 
 
As such, several defense attorneys contend changes need to be made in Congress, as well as state and 
city legislatures, to curb the amount of damages that can be recovered. 
 
One option defense attorneys hope New York and other states consider is adding a notice-and-cure 
provision to the laws, which gives companies an opportunity to fix the issues before having to pay 
damages. But plaintiffs attorneys can find that compromise troubling considering business owners and 
landlords have had 23 years to comply with the ADA, McCullough noted. 
 
"What I'd like to see to curb abusive litigation is more investigations by state bar and regulatory agencies 
of people who are filing hundreds of ADA lawsuits using the same pleadings, raising the same alleged 
barriers," Orlick said. 



 

 

 
In recent years, suits alleging violations of the ADA's Title III, which allows recovery of attorneys' fees, 
have become particularly popular, Richmond and others noted. The three major sources of complaints 
lobbed at restaurants and bars are accessibility at the entrance of a restaurant, limited number of 
dispersion options for accessible seating, and bathrooms, according to John Salmen, president of 
Universal Designers & Consultants Inc. Salmen has regularly served as an expert witness and consultant 
on ADA lawsuits. 
 
Drive-by litigants are also being buoyed by the U.S. Department of Justice's 2011 investigation of New 
York City's top 50 Zagat-rated dining establishments. That show of force resulted in several actions that 
are currently ongoing, and experts predict another wave hitting smaller establishments will soon follow, 
considering the DOJ's history of targeting industries such as hotels, grocery chains and theaters. 
 
"My understanding is they might take another bite of this apple. They've been very successful, getting a 
lot of settlement agreements," Salmen said. 
 
Unfortunately for restaurant owners, those settlements don't protect them from other actions. 
 
"Employers are just handing out money hand over fist, but just because you resolve things with the DOJ 
doesn't mean you're immune from other suits," Richmond noted. "This is reform that's needed at the 
legislative level." 
 
Bars and restaurants are particularly vulnerable since the tight profit margins of the business usually 
mean owners aren't in a position to fight the case all the way, several experts say. 
 
"They are an unfortunately easy target for serial litigants," O'Donoghue said. "It's really unfair, but 
fighting can be a very expensive thing so sometimes you have to just pay them. ... It feels like extortion 
to the client." 
 
And New York's crowded city environment usually means a meaningful fix can be costly, if not nearly 
impossible, due to land-use issues. Many buildings are older, often from the 19th century, and city 
building codes don't necessarily sync up well with the ADA, according to Richmond and other defense 
attorneys. 
 
This drives many to settle claims rather than fight them, which can be a double-edged sword. While it 
gets rid of the current problem, it still leaves the establishment vulnerable to other similar suits, experts 
say. 
 
"It's a false sense of security for the defendants because somebody else can come in and sue them 
again," Salmen said, who also advocated that restaurant and bar owners focus on more meaningful ADA 
compliance. 
 
--Editing by John Quinn, Katherine Rautenberg and Richard McVay. 
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